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1. What is Unified Commerce?
2. What experiences are customers expecting today?

3. How to architect a solution to drive unified personalized
experiences

4. How is this affecting customer loyalty



Disclaimer!

ChatGPT was NOT part of the creation of this presentation!



What is Unified Commerce?



“…integration between all digital and physical touchpoints, with the store as a 

strong executional hub that can support future immersive experiences. The future of retail 

requires that the retailer rises above the channel to understand how the 

customer browses, transacts, acquires and consumes”



“Notably, for most retailers with a physical store estate today, the base of this 

composable centralized platform could be provided by a Unified Commerce 

Platform (UCP) anchored by an key application, such as a point of sale”



It is all just… Commerce
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OMNICHANNEL UNIFIED COMMERCE



It feels a bit like….
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Ordered in store 

from online

Sent from the store

Your weekly delivery



● Multi-dimensional view of customers

● Customer segmentation (real time)

● “Playbook” for different customer types

● Decision engine (real time)

● Unified UX/experience across all channels 

● Engaging experiences

● Execution across channels and backend 

systems

● A technology platform to support this incl. a 

single “checkout engine”, across channels

UNIFIED COMMERCE



External data Transaction data Segmentation Communication OrchestrationProfile



Transaction & 

Price Engine (POS)

Articles

Prices

Promotions

Payments

Gift cards

Loyalty



And the cloud is a fantastic 

enabler…



Customers
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In the future, retailers will have to be 

loyal to their customers , rather than 

the customers being loyal to the retailers



Retailers
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Retailer has sent you a friend request

Confirm Delete





Thank you.

Love innovation 
Embrace progress 

Act human

Visit us:  Hall 6, Booth E75


